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Abstract-- A fresh and new algorithm for retrieval of image is accessible using improved Otsu thresholding techniques in this chapter. The
fundamental design work of the new algorithm is that the basic segments of the image are used to retrieve images within a digital library. the
histogram derived from threshold. These methods include some knowledge of the distribution of an image, & will result in the less missclassification. Isodata algorithm is the iterative process for finding a threshold value. It first segments the image into two regions according to a
temporary threshold value chosen .It then calculates the mean value of an image corresponding to the two segmented regions. Calculate the new
threshold value & repeat until the threshold value does not change any more. Finally, choose this value for the threshold segmentation. One of
the advantages of the algorithm is that, for a given retrieval image, the user can select a query segment with which to perform retrieval, thus it
can satisfy different needs from different users.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Various general-purpose algorithms & procedures have been
build up for image segmentation. Since there is no universal
explanation to the image segmentation dilemma, these
methods frequently have to be merged with the domain
knowledge so as to efficiently resolve an image segmentation
problem for the problem do main. Various accepted
techniques are used in the industry including the, ‗ Otsu's
method’ (maximu m variance)
Threshol di ng is the easiest method of the image
segmentation. Fro m, thresholding converts any grayscale
image to binary images . Throughout the thresholding
process, each individual p ixel in an image is marked as
"object" pixel if it‘s value is greater than the some threshold
value (assume an object to be intense than the background) &
as "background" pixels or else. Th is princip le is known as
the ‗threshold above’. A lternatives comprise ‗threshold
below’, opposite of the threshold above;
Threshold inside: Refers to a pixel tagged as "object" if its
value lies between two thresholds; &
Threshold outside: It is the converse of the threshold inside.
Usually, an object pixel is assigned a value ―1‖ while the
background pixel is assigned a value ―0.‖ At last, a binary
image is generated by coloring every pixel wh ite or black,
depending upon the pixel's labels.
II.

THRESHOLD SELECTION

The chief constraint in the thresholding process is the
selection of the threshold value (or the values, as mentioned
previously). A variety of different methods for selecting a
threshold persist; users can physically select a threshold
value, or a particular thresholding algorithm can calcu late a
value mechanically, which is identified as automatic
thresholding. A basic method is to select the mean or median
value, the underlying princip le being that if the object pixels
are sharper than the background, then these should also be
sharper than the average. In a noiseless image having

consistent background & object values, the mean or median
will perform well as the threshold, Nevertheless it is
commonly the case. A more sophisticated approach is to
create the histogram of the image p ixel intensities & make
use of the valley point as the threshold. The histogram
approach supposes that there are a number of average values
for equally the background & object pixels, but the real pixel
values have some alteration about these average values.
On the other hand, it may be calculative costly, & image
histograms may not have apparently characterized valley
points; frequently the choice o f an exact threshold is
complicated. In such cases a Unimodal Threshold Select ion
Algorith m (UTSA) may be mo re suitable. One method wh ich
is comparatively easier, does not need an extra specific
knowledge of the image, & is tough next to image noise.
Here is the following iterative method:
 An initial threshold (‗T’) is selected; it can be done
casually or according to any other technique as required.
 The image is then segmented in the object & the
background pixels as explained above, generating two sets :
 G1 = { f(m,n): f(m,n) > T }
(object pixels)
 G2 = { f(m,n): f(m,n) ≤ T }
(background pixels) (note, f(m,n) is the significance of
the pixel traced in the mth colu mn, nth row)
 The average of each set is calculated.
 M 1 = average value of G1
 M 2 = average value of G1
 A new threshold is generated ,i.e., the average of m1
and m2
 T‘ = ( m1 + m2 )/2
 Go back to step two, now use the new threshold as
calculated in step four, keep repeating till the new threshold
resembles the one prior it (i.e. t ill convergence has been
attained).
This iterat ive algorith m is a unique case of one-dimensional
of the k-means clustering algorithm that has been
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demonstrated to congregate at a local minimu m—indicat ing
that a unlike init ial threshold may give a d issimilar absolute
result
III. OTSU THRESHOLDING
In the year 1979, Otsu proposed the highest class variance
method(known as the Otsu method). For the easy
computation, constancy & effectiveness, this method has
been extensively used. It is a well-performed mechanical
threshold selection process, & the time it consumes is
considerably less than the other thresholding algorithms.
Otsu's thresholding method entails iterating through all the
probable threshold values & co mputing a gauge of spread for
all the pixel levels at each side of the threshold, i.e. the p ixels
which either fall in the foreground or background. The main
objective is to calculate the threshold value at places where
the addition of foreground & background spreads is at its
least possible value.
The algorith m will be revealed using the simple 6x6 image
exposed below. The histogram for the image is also given
away subsequently to it. To make simpler the description,
only 6 grayscale levels are used.

Weight

𝑊𝑏 =

Mean
µ𝑏 =
Variance
𝜎 2𝑏 =

8 +7+2

= 0.4722

36
0 𝑋 8 + 1 𝑋 7 + (2 𝑋 2)
17

0 −0.6471 2 𝑋 8 +

= 0.6471

1−0.6471 2 𝑋 7 +

2 −0.6471 2 𝑋 2

17
0 .4187 𝑋 8 + 0.1246 𝑋 7 + 1.8304 𝑋 2

=
= 0.4637
IV.

17

OTSU‘s M ETHOD

In the computer vision & image processing, ‗Otsu's method’
is used to mechanically execute histogram shape-based image
thresholding, or, the decrease of a gray level image to a
binary image. The algorith m take fo r granted that the image
to be thresholded consists two groups of pixels or bi-modal
histogram (for instance, foreground & background) and then
evaluates the optimu m threshold partitioning those two
classes so that their jo int spread (intra-class variance) is
negligible. The expansion of the basic method to mult i-level
thresholding is addressed to as the Multi Otsu method. Otsu's
method is named so after the Nobuyuki Otsu Method.

The computations for finding the foreground & background
variances (the gauge of spread) for a single threshold are
currently revealed. In this particular case the threshold value
is 3.

(A)

(A)

(B)
Figure 2: (a) Original Image (b) Image Threshol ded
Using Otsu's Algorithm

(B)
Figure 1: (a) A 6-Level Grayscale Image & (b) Its
Histogram

In Otsu's method we vigorously look for the threshold which
reduces the intra-class variance (within the class variance),
classified as the weighted sum of the variances of the two
classes:
𝜎 2 𝜔 = 𝜔1 𝑡 𝜎 2 1 𝑡 + 𝜔2 𝑡 𝜎 2 2 (𝑡)
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where,
Weights

: are the probabilit ies of two classes partitioned

through a threshold and
: are the discrepancies of
these sets.
Otsu displays that by minimizing the intra -class variances is
same as maximizing the inter-class variance as:

Suppose the image is separated into two categories C 0 & C1
as target & back-goround respectively consisting of threshold
‗t’ , then C 0 & C1 correspondingly to the pixels whose grey
level are {0,1,...,t} & {t +1,t + 2,..., L −1} .
Assume σ2 B (t) is the class variance when the threshold of the
histogram is‗t‘, then the optimal threshold can be obtained by
computing the maximu m o f σ2 B (t) , i.e.

𝜎 2 𝑏 𝑡 = 𝜎 2 − 𝜎 2 𝜔 𝑡 = 𝜔1 𝑡 𝜔2 𝑡 [𝜇 1 𝑡 − 𝜇 2 𝑡 ] 2
which is stated in terms of the class probabilit ies
class means
.

& the

The class probability 𝜔1 𝑡 will then be calculated from the
histogram as :
𝑡

𝜔1 𝑡 =

𝑃 (𝑖)
0

Where as the class mean 𝜇 1 𝑡 is given as:
𝑡

𝜇1 𝑡 =

σ2 B (t* ) = max { σ2 B (t) }
0≤t≤L-1

𝑃 𝑖 𝑥(𝑖)
0

Where, 𝑥(𝑖): refers to the value at the centre of in the
histogram bin.
Likewise, 𝜔2 𝑡 &
on the right-hand face, of the
histogram for bins are bigger than can be calculated. The
class probabilit ies & the class means can be calculated
iteratively. This scheme y ields an efficient algorith m.
Algorithm:
 Calculate histogram & probabilities of each
intensity level
 Place an in itial 𝜔𝑖 0 &𝜇 𝑖 0
 Move throughout all probable thresholds
maximu m intensity

where, σ2 B (t) = ω 0 (t)[μ0 (t)-μT ]2 + ω 1 [μ1 (t)-μT]2
K
σT = ∑ (i-μT )2 Pi ,
η = max σB / σT
i=1
L-1
μT = ∑ iPi ,
ω 1 (t) = 1-ω 0 (t) ,
i=0

l
ω 0 (t) = ∑ Pi ,
i=0

l
μT = ∑ iPi ,
μ1 (t) = μ T -μt / 1- ω 0 (t)
i=0

μ0 (t) = μ(t) / ω 0 (t) ,
OR
Otsu’ Algorithm

𝑛𝑖

1 𝑃𝑖 ←

𝑛

𝐺

,

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑛 =

𝐺

2 𝜇𝑟 =

𝑛𝑖
𝑖 =1

𝐾𝑝𝑘
𝑘 =1

(3) Do for k = 1 to G
𝑤 (𝑘) ← 𝑘𝑖=1 𝑝𝑖
𝑘

 Update
&
and calculate
 Required threshold resembles to the maximu m

𝑢(𝑘) ←

𝑖𝑝𝑖
𝑖 =1

Desired threshol d =

𝜎 2𝑔 (𝑘) ←

𝒕𝒉𝒓𝒆𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒍𝒅 𝟏 + 𝒕𝒉𝒓𝒆𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒍𝒅 𝟐

[𝑢 𝑟 𝑤 𝑘 − 𝑢 𝑘 ] 2
𝑤 𝑘 [1 − 𝑤 𝑘 ]

𝟐

where,
: is the greatest maximu m &
: is the greater or equal maximu m
OR
 Let ‘N’ be the pixels of the segmenting image , if
there exist ‗L’ gray levels (0,1,..., L −1) , & ‗ni ’
denotes the pixels whose gray level is ‗i’ , then
L-1
N = ∑ ni
i=0
& the probability density distribution is expressed with the
form of histogram
pi = ni / N ,
L-1
∑ n i = 1,
i=0
pi ≥ 0

(4) Select K such that 𝜎 2𝑔 (𝑘) is maximized
Note that,
𝑘
𝑖
𝑢 𝑘
𝑤0 = 𝑤 𝑘 , 𝑢 0 =
𝑖𝑝
=
𝑐0
𝑤(𝑘)
𝑖 =1

𝑤1 = 1 − 𝑤 𝑘 , 𝑢 1 =
2

𝜎 𝑤 =
𝜎 2𝑔 =

𝐺

𝑖

𝑖𝑝

𝑖 =𝑘 =1
𝑤0 𝜎 0 + 𝑤1 𝜎 2 1
𝑤0 (𝑢 0 − 𝑢 𝑟 )2 + 𝑤1 (𝑢 1
𝐺

𝑐1

=

[𝑢 𝑡 − 𝑢 𝑘 ]
[1 − 𝑤 (𝑘)]

2

𝜎 2𝑟 =

− 𝑢 1 )2

(𝑖 − 𝑢 𝑟 )2 𝑝𝑖
𝑖 =1

𝜎 2 𝑤 + 𝜎 2𝑔 = 𝜎 2 𝑟
𝜎 2𝑔
𝜎 2𝑟
𝜎 2𝑔
∈= 2 , 𝑘 = 2 , 𝜆= 2
𝜎 𝑟
𝜎 𝑤
𝜎 𝑤
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V. DRAWBACKS OF OTSU A LGORITHM
 Dealing with the grey level images discontinuous the
conventional Otsu algorithm could not find a good union
of thresholds to the global optimu m.
 Even though the Otsu algorith m does not make any
hypothesis on the probability density function, & states
the two objective & background probability density
functions, thus it presume the two p robability density
functions & can be stated by making use of the two
statistics.
 The Otsu algorithm fails when the g lobal d istributions of
the target & the background vary extensively.
 When there are two classes in the image the Otsu
algorith m is suitable.
 The method must be customized if there exists more than
two classes in the image, in order to decide mult ithreshold. This loo m allo ws the largest among-class
variance & the least in-class variance
 Otsu algorith m d ivides the image into two groups, yet no
actual sense is made by the division. This method could
not be applied straight in variable illu mination conditions
case.
VI.
IMPROVED OTSU A LGORITHM
 Co mpute the grey level ‗L’ of an image also calcu late the
mean grey level value ‗μT’ of the image, & round it off
fro m ‗μT ‘ to ⎣ ‗μ T’⎦ i.e. L = ⎣ μT ⎦
 Allocate primary value for segmentation time J = 1 .
 The execution of the Otsu algorithm by calcu lating the
pixel ‗N’ , threshold ‗K’ threshold Selection function
‗η’ , in-class variance σ w .
 Iterate, N(J ) = N ; K(J ) = K & ; L = K ; η (J ) = η ; σ
(J ) = σ w ; J = J +1 ;
 If J ≤ 1 then go to the step (3).
 Co mpute ε
where, ε = [ N(J −1) − N(J ) ] / N(J −1)
−[ σ (J −1) −σ (J ) ] / σ (J −1) .
 If ε ≥ 0 then go to the step (3).
 Evaluate the threshold analogous to the largest ‗η (J )’
,as the best threshold value ‗K ’ [Appendi x C2 ,
pg.109].
VII.

RESULTS OF SEGM ENTATION

Figure 3: Segmented Image Using Improved Otsu's
Method

Figure 4: CAMEL: Histogram of Original Image &
Segmented Image
VIII.

CONCLUSION

The intention of image seg mentation is to cluster the pixels of
an image into the image regions. Seg mentation can be used
for image compression, object recognition, & image
suppression processing. The main object ive of the matter
presented in the above chapters is to endow with a sense of
perception about the beginnings of the digital image
processing &, mo re significant, about the present & future
areas of application of this technology.
This report re-examines the current segmentation techniques,
& the key propensity of each method with their standard
ideas, application field, benefits & shortcomings are
considered. Each of the pixels in a region are analogous with
respect to some features or calculated property, such as
colour, intensity, or texture. Adjoining regions are
appreciably different with respect to the identical
characteristics.
We found that the results become poorer when we analyse
our algorith m on the texture images with the same parallel
measurement. And the key reason behind it is that the pixel
value variance is actually very large in the texture region,
which means that the pixels in the identical texture reg ion
may have minute similarities & are segmented into various
groups.
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